
If you never visited Rotterdam or
even if you have, it is the ideal
staycation in terms of
architecture.

To kick off we asked our own
General Manager of The Slaak
Rotterdam, Melle van Uden, why
he believes Rotterdam is the
ideal location for a vacation?

.

What amazes me is to see the

classical buildings from the past

such as the Laurenskerk, De

Nederlanden van 1845 (now

Dudok) and Het Witte Huis

surrounded by modern buildings

such as the Markthal and De

Rotterdam. Some of the

mentioned classical buildings are

also included in the

reconstruction tour that is

available by us and specially

developed by our Ambassador of

The Slaak Rotterdam.

Rotterdam is incomparable with
other cities in The Netherlands.
Due to the rebuilding of
Rotterdam after the war, there
was a lot of space for new
creative ideas.



We asked a real local journalist

to tell her story as The Reporter

for The Slaak Rotterdam. Anne

Klapmuts, the new Community

Manager of the online platform

Indebuurt Rotterdam. Indebuurt

focuses on updating locals with

the newest hotspots and stories

in town. Anne shares her

staycation tips in Rotterdam with

you.

Anne: “This year I'm spending my

summer in Rotterdam - and I love

it! There's so much to do in and

around my hometown. Especially

now with my new job as

Community Manager for the local

news platform Indebuurt

Rotterdam. I’ll be able to

discover about new places every

day!

Moreover, I can't live without

practicing yoga, for my body and

my mind. Doing it outside is even

better! This summer, yoga studio

Balanzs is offering free classes

outside on Sunday morning in

front of the Laurenskerk. Take a

coffee and enjoy breakfast

afterwards at Spirit.”



Mark is the owner of Mister

Rotterdam with nearly 17

years of experience with

incentives, team building,

meetings & events in

Rotterdam - and therefore a

professional in providing the

unexpected and surprising

experiences to individuals and

groups. As an expert in the

travel industry we were

curious to know why he

believes Rotterdam is the

place to be for a staycation.

Mark: “Rotterdam is

characterized by an

interesting mix of

entrepreneurial DNA and

transformed in an (even

more) modern and

metropolitan city.

And have dinner in the city

oldest restaurant De Pijp; the

best kept secret in town and a

perfect way to hang around

the locals.”

Development of new areas
and many new initiatives fuel
the already attractive city
vibes. These vibes together
with its modern and charming
hotels, special venues and
many nice bars and
restaurants, puts Rotterdam
definitely as a number one on
your list for a staycation.

You should take a water taxi

ride over the river (just as

transportation); it doesn’t get

more Rotterdammish, and

never gets dull.



Eva is a real specialist and well

known in the hospitality scene in

Rotterdam. She is also co-owner

of Héroine restaurant and bar

which is just around the corner

of The Slaak Rotterdam. We

asked her about her story and

tips for a staycation in

Rotterdam.

Have lunch at Tensai Ramen,

where they serve the best ramen

in town. Don’t forget to cycle

along the marvellous new Depot

of Museum Boijmans van

Beuningen. And while you’re at

it, check out the exhibition at the

Kunsthal or when the sun is out:

relax in the beautiful

Euromastpark. Make sure to have

an aperitif at Cafe Verward

before you end the night with a

nice dinner at Sans Frou Frou or

Bar Berta.

Eva: “Rotterdam has everything.

You can plan the best staycation

here. There is enough to see for

days. From Heijplaat to

Brienenoordeiland. So many nice

parks to hang out. And when the

sun isn’t shining? There a lots of

nice day spas and massage salons

if you want to treat yourself.

And of course lots of great and

diverse places to eat and drink.

Rotterdam has the ability to

quickly adapt to new

circumstances. Even with all the

new corona measures, most

entrepreneurs quickly made new

plans for their guests and

customers. So, they are still able

to enjoy everything the city has

to offer.



Gijsbregt is a well-known food

trendwatcher in the city and the

co-founder of ‘De Buik’. He and

the team of ‘De Buik’ share the

latest updates of restaurants and

bars in Rotterdam (and

Amsterdam). He recently wrote

and published the book ‘Horeca

na Corona’. He is a beloved

neighbor and loyal guest of our

Restaurant & Bar Didot34. Why

does he believe that Rotterdam

is a perfect staycation

destination?

This is true. Besides good food,

there is a lot to do in our rugged

city. Even in this post-corona

period, there are plenty options

to go out. Take a water taxi and

discover the river Maas. Go to

the Arboretum Trompenburg and

see all green and colour or just

walk around in the city and

discover the best architecture. Enjoy Italian food at the floating

terrace of GaleriAAA by Mangiare

Restaurant on Rotterdam’s river

‘de Rotte’.

Gijsbregt: “For years people in 
Rotterdam say, 'I don’t need to 
go on vacation, because I live in 
Rotterdam’. 

Get the best oysters and

bubbles at Oesteria in

Rotterdam’s Old harbour

(Oude Haven).

Go all the way and eat 18

courses at the 16 seated

Restaurant Tres located in an

old jazz club at the Entrepot

Port”.

Eat at the rooftop of the former

Shell Building at Hofplein:

Fontein Rooftop Pop-up.



This time reporter Michelle

Wilderom: Michelle is the

director of North Sea Round

Town, a free fringe festival of the

North Sea Jazz Festival which will

settle in Rotterdam for more

than two weeks, showing the

best the city has to offer where

jazz is concerned. In unexpected

places, at pop-ups and on the big

jazz stages in Rotterdam.

My tips to go when in Rotterdam

are:

Go to De Doelen, Lantaren

Venster or BIRD. Give yourself a

different experience and 'just'

book a concert and enjoy.

Michelle:

Rotterdam is a city with an open

stage, with so many festivals

there is a lot going on. Such as

theaters, museums and concert

halls but also outside! On the

streets, on the roofs, in the parks

and on the squares. Nowhere

else can you find such a wide

range of art and culture in

public. And that with the

architecture of Rotterdam as

decor ... very beautiful! Times

are different now due to corona

influences, but still there is a lot

going on in the streets that

makes it worth it to discover.

Catch some fresh air and go for a

nice walk at the beach in Hoek

van Holland. You can catch a

metro and in a half hour you

stand with your feet in the sand

at the beach.

And of course in the summer:

North Sea Round Town, a festival

of North Sea Jazz. Enjoy two

weeks of concerts spread all over

the city. This year there will be

an adapted program. The

program will be largely online,

but still there are also concerts

in the open air in the streets of

Rotterdam. There is no better

way to discover the nicest places

in Rotterdam!
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